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The video can be found on our YouTube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0RVai_3hFfJ75juEEcwNog/videos    

 

recently had an interesting discussion with a person who commented on 

one of our YouTube videos regarding the invasion of Orion that the 

Overlords are planning and how they are going to go about it. Ariel and I 

thought it was a good idea to share this subject with all of you. 

I want to start by saying that I have no complete knowledge about what the 

Overlords will do and how they will do it, just like they have no complete 

knowledge how we humans will act and react in different situations. Also, 

plans can change. However, the following is our conclusion on how this 

potential invasion will be executed. 

In the Wes Penre Papers (WPP), and elsewhere, Ariel and I have talked about 

that En.ki and the other Overlords are planning to invade Orion and take the 

Queen’s and Khan En.lil’s place, where after they will rule the Universe, 

based on their rules. En.ki is not content with being the God of this 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0RVai_3hFfJ75juEEcwNog/videos
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Construct/Patrix—he wants to become the King of this Universe (the 

KHAA). The reason for this is revenge and to show that he is the most 

grandiose and powerful being in the Cosmos. When the original Human 

Experiment was set up on the planet Tiamaat/Maldek, En.ki was supposed 

to have been the Chief Engineer in the Department of Genetics, but because 

of his pride and arrogance he was demoted, and his brother, Prince 

En.lil/Ninurta, was chosen for the task instead. This created so much rage 

within En.ki that he started a rebellion, which resulted in a war here in our 

solar system. As a consequence, he and his cohorts took over the entire 

Experiment after having killed all humans and many of the Queen’s Helpers. 

He quarantined this Construct and enslaved the human soul group, and now 

he’s planning to take over the entire Universe by getting in control of the 

nano world (thus, the Singularity). See the WPP at wespenre.com for more 

details on this. 

I also wrote in the WPP that the Overlords are going to use the human soul 

group to get out of here, using us as foot soldiers and cannon fodder, riding 

on our souls like horsemen ride their horses. This will mainly take place in 

other densities than our own. 

But how is it going to be done?  

Let’s ponder this for a moment, constructing ideas from data and 

information we already have. 

The person I was discussing this subject with asked if we humans, once the 

Overlords let us out of the Construct/Patrix, would be able to finally be free 

from our bondage and thus we will be able to escape, and if the Queen could 

help us with this. 

As we’ve learned, the Overlords don’t have any creative abilities on their 

own anymore—all their creativity they steal from us by hijacking our soul 

energy and use it for food and for their own benefits. They don’t have any 

avatars of their own and would be quite immobile without us and our 
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energy. Their own creative abilities were taken away from them when Orion 

noticed they had deceived them.  

En.ki is called the “Trickster god” in the ancient texts, and he became more 

so over “time,” out of necessity. He is tricking us into “seeing things from his 

perspective,” so he can manipulate us to do what he wants us to do and to 

unwittingly take his side by doing his biddings. It’s very important to him 

that we are on his side in this ongoing Orion feud, and as things stand now, 

humanity, as a soul group, is on his side—we are willingly being his slaves 

and servants, as we know. So long as this continues, the human soul group 

is considered being in cahoots with the Overlords, based on the Law of 

Freewill. The only way for this to change is for us to say no to the slave 

masters and refuse to follow their strategies—no one else can do it for us. 

This is where the Singularity comes into the picture.  

The invader gods want to put an end to the reincarnation cycle by creating 

a new kind of human—Human 3.0—where our bodies are built with 

nanotechnology. This makes our bodies immortal, and therefore, no 

reincarnation will be needed anymore, and the Between Lives Area (BLA) 

will be obsolete. This is to the Overlords’ benefit, because the way it is now, 

we are too scattered—they want our soul energy collected in a Cloud and 

give us immortal bodies. When this is accomplished, they have total control 

over us. The Cloud will be our new Grid and the old Grid will probably come 

down. 

After that, the next step for the Overlords could very well be the invasion of 

Orion. The most logical way to do it, as we see it—again based on the 

information we have available—would be to use this enormous Cloud 

reservoir of human soul energy and ride on that. Thus, the Overlords 

become OUR avatars (soul-riders). This would create a massive wave of 

energy that they could shoot out right into the Orion Empire.   
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Under such a circumstance, the Queen can’t just separate us, using some 

kind of magic wand, because at that point, the human soul group is like one 

big unit, willingly serving the Overlords, after being manipulated to do so. 

It will be a piece of cake for them to convince the human collective hive-

mind that Orion is the enemy. The only way for the Queen to act in our favor 

at that point would be if we, as a human collective, would suddenly decide 

that we no longer want to do the Overlords’ bidding, and wish to join the 

Orions instead. If such a decision will be made, the Queen can act, and that 

would be the end of the Overlords, and the beginning of freedom for 

humanity. However, that is VERY unlikely to happen. Therefore, Orion has 

no other choice than to defend themselves against such an energetically 

intense invasion, and the human soul group would be terminated in the 

process, unless the Overlords would win the battle and could continue using 

us. Either way, there will be a LOT of permanent casualties. 

The Overlords are desperate—they know they are in deep trouble, and they 

know they can’t maintain the situation as it is now. They need to act fairly 

quickly, or they will sooner or later be captured. So, an invasion will either 

be their last stand or their ultimate victory. They understand that the 

chances for them to succeed are slim, but they feel that they have no 

choice—this is in addition to that En.ki indeed wants to take over Orion, 

nonetheless. He just thought that he had all the time in the world to plan 

this, but Orion has now demanded that they must pay off their debt in full, 

meaning that they need to let humanity free and make up for what they’ve 

done or face a very devastating trial, from which the outcome very well 

could be the execution and termination of their souls, meaning they would 

cease to exist. They have so far refused to give up, and instead, they have 

chosen to attack. They hope that our mutual soul energy will knock out 

Orion if it’s directed towards the Empire in one great wave. It’s not likely 

that they succeed, but the invader gods see this as their last chance and their 

only chance to win and gain power over Orion. 
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It’s important to note that Ariel and I, and no one else in this Construct, 

including En.ki, probably, knows exactly what the Orion Council is 

planning. Some might ask why the Queen doesn’t do something before the 

Overlords invade, but she might, although we have no idea what that would 

be. And we, with our limited 3-D thinking and lack of experience of the 

KHAA and the higher dimensions, would be arrogant if we said that we can 

figure out how the Orion thought process goes. We can only make guesses 

built on what we can fathom from our human perspective and what we’ve 

learned about the densities and dimensions beyond. If an invasion would be 

allowed before Orion reacts, and a war or a battle will take place, innocent 

Orion citizens will most probably be killed in the process, as well. 

One option I’ve heard of, unless humanity figures it out, is that Orion will 

throw the Overlords and humanity (or the part of humanity that sides with 

the gods/Overlords) into a “Hell Dimension” and quarantine it forever. In 

this dimension, the gods and humanity can fight things out amongst 

themselves and suck out each other’s energy until they all are depleted, 

dead, and gone—not being able to draw any soul energy from the Central 

Fire anymore. It is my understanding that if this option will come to 

fruition, it will happen before the Overlords get the chance to invade. This 

might sound like a cruel fate for humankind, but it all depends on what 

choices Orion has and which one is the best for the overall universal 

consciousness, i.e. taking all the other star races into consideration. No one 

wants a warlike humanity, led by a group of tyrants, terrorizing the KHAA.  

I know that Orion is observing and monitoring this Construct as we speak, 

and I also know that at this instance, we are not considered a threat to Orion, 

and that some individuals of the human soul group can still make it out of 

here (through the Grid). So, my conclusion is that Orion is still on hold, 

watching how things progress, hoping that as many souls as possible can 

make it out of here before any action is taken—regardless if the action will 

come from Orion or the Overlords. And by the way, who knows? Perhaps the 
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Hell Dimension I’ve heard about is basically En.ki’s Earth Construct that 

Orion will lock in and carefully quarantine? But that’s just one of my own 

guesses. 

One thing to keep in mind, however, is that Orion will not come here as 

“saviors.” It’s not because they don’t care—it’s because we have freewill of 

choice, and even if they wanted to, Orion can’t force each individual here to 

side with them—that, in itself, would be tyrannical and a breach of 

Universal Law. Each human being MUST make their own decision, and if 

Orion would come now, as saviors, humanity would be easily manipulated 

into thinking that the Orions are the invaders, and a war would break out 

here instead of in Orion. We all are responsible for our own destiny—it can’t 

be any other way, and looking at it from an overall, universal perspective, 

we don’t want it any other way, or it would be very easy to hijack and enslave 

other star races because it would be okay to do so, if no one had freewill.  

Lastly, here is an interesting twist of turns: do we have any indications that 

the invasion of Orion will not succeed? Yes, we do, and that is the testimony 

of Barbara Maciniak’s “Pleiadians.” The Pleiadians (the P’s) do NOT want the 

Singularity to happen and mind you that the P’s are En.ki’s messengers! So, 

why don’t they want the Singularity when En.ki seems to do everything in 

his power to implement it? 

This is where timelines come into the picture. 

The P’s have said, over and over, that the reason they’ve contacted us is 

because on their timeline, the cyborgic human soul group will invade the 

Pleiades in the future (from our perspective). In other words, the P’s are from 

our future. This will lead to extreme terror in the Pleiades, where humanity 

is terrorizing the constellation. Obviously, if we are to take them seriously, 

the Singularity will happen, but instead of invading Orion, we will turn 

against En.ki and invade him. The Pleiades is one of En.ki’s perhaps most 

important base! The P’s say they have traced back whence this human attack 
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came, and it started with the nanosecond (1987-2012). Therefore, they 

want to influence humanity to change their main timeline, so the 

Singularity won’t happen and the Invasion of the Pleiades won’t happen. 

The P’s tell us that if they succeed, it could mean that they will be erased in 

the process, but the terror in the Pleiades is so great in their time that they’d 

rather face an end to their own existence than to continue the way it is! 

So, what happened here? We can only make a qualified guess. We know that 

En.ki and the Overlords are quite desperate, having Orion breathing in their 

necks. I was told by my anonymous Source that En.ki is very spontaneous, 

and he often acts before thinking things over. Then, when he notices his 

mistakes, he has the attitude of “Oops, what have I done? Oh well, no use to 

cry over spilt milk.”  

When feeling the pressure from Orion, he decided to hurry up and ring in 

the Singularity faster than planned. Somewhere, he is going to make a 

mistake on our main timeline, and humanity will turn against him, and at 

one point, we will invade his most important star constellation—the 

Pleiades. Again, he will say, “Oops, what have I done…?” and try to make a 

new decision. Thus, he sends his messengers, the P’s, to change people’s 

mind about the Machine Kingdom (the Singularity) and choose another 

timeline where the Singularity never happened.  

However, the last I heard from the P’s was that they have not succeeded in 

changing the timeline so far. We continue heading towards the Singularity, 

which means, if we stay on this timeline, we will invade the Pleiades in the 

future. What the P’s say actually makes some sense, and it is a typical 

consequence of En.ki’s spontaneous decisions. En.ki also needed a super-

clear channel to relay the anti-Singularity message to mankind via the P’s, 

and according to the P’s, Barbara Marciniak is the only channel they can find 

on this planet who is clear enough to get their message through. 
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The P’s also say they are us in the future. How does that compute? Well, the 

P’s are most probably humans who have “ascended” within En.ki’s 

“Ascension System,” as discussed in previous videos, and who now, and in 

the future, reside in the Pleiades. 

What will ultimately happen to humanity is still up for grabs, but 

ultimately, it’s up to us. 

We hope this will shine some more light on the situation.   

 

 

 


